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THE PHYSICAL CHARACTER OF THE SUN. 
BY PROF. J . F. DOWNEY, OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA. 
The objeot of this paper is~ give a brief review of what, at 
the present day, is known of the physioal oharacter of the 
s.un. On account of its far surpassing all other bodies in 
splendor, and its being the immediate souroe of our light and 
heat, it has always possessed more interest for man than has 
any ot4er celestial object. We could live .without the stars, 
without the moon, without the other planets; but without the 
sun, the world would at onoe realize Byron's terrible dream: 
" The ley earth 
Swung blind and blackening ln the moonless air; 
Morn came and wentr-and came, and brought no, day; 
And men forgot their passions, ln the dread 
Of their dessola~lon ; and all hearts 
Were chllled into a selftsh prayer for light." 
Before the invention of the telescope men could trace the 
apparent path of the sun among the stars, measure the 
inolination of that path with the equator, locate the points of 
crossing, and determine the time to oomplete one circuit; but 
they could learn nothing in regard to its physical constitution. 
Even the telescope is not sufficient, but must be supplemented 
by .the spectroscope, the thermo-pile, the photometer, the 
aotinometer, and photography. 
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316 The Phyf!ical Character of the Sun. 
One of the first features to a.ttra.ct our attention in studying 
Ule sun's physical character, though. not the first in the order 
of historical development. is his mean density 88 compared 
with that of the earth. With the law .~f gravitation 88 a basis 
it is easy to demonstrate that the m888e8 of aJ}y two bodies 
are to each other directly 88 the cubes of the mean diStances 
of any bodies revolving around them and inversely 88 the 
equaree.of the times of revolution. It is thus easy to com-
pare the masses of the sun and the earth, using the earth as 
the body revolving around the sun, and the moon around the 
earth. This gives for the m888 of the sun three hundred and 
eighteen thousands times that of the earth. Now, 88.the vol-
ume of the sun is more than a million and a quarter times 
that of the earth, whatever may be the density of its interior, 
its mean density is only about one-fourth that of the earth. 
Nevertheless, on account of the enormous mass, a body at the 
surface of the sun would weigh more than twenty-seven times 
as much 88 at the surface of the earth. 
After the invention of the telescope one of the earliest 
features of the sun to be studied w.a.s the spots, and they have 
been much studied ever since. As is well known, these spots 
1\re some-times large enough to be seen without the use of 
the telescope. The Chinese have a record of spots on the 
sun seen in the year 321 of our era. In. the year 807 a spot 
was seen daily for more than a week. In 1869 and again in 
1870 there were spots large enough to be distinctly seen with-
out magnifying power. A solar spot consists, in appearance, 
of a very black central portion called the nucleus, and a sur-
rounding border less dark, called the penumbra. The nu-
cleus appears black only by contrast; for Prof. Langley finds 
by measurement that the average nucleus gives five thousand 
times as much light as the full moon. To be seen at a dis-
tance of ninety-two million miles without being magnified, 
proves that they are very large. By means of a micrometer 
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attachment to the telescope their dimensions may be meas-
ured. One in June, 1843, had a diameter of seventy-five 
thousand miles. One in March, 1858, had a diameter of one 
hundred and seven thousand five hundred miles; while an-
other in the same year had a breadth of one hundred and 
forty-three thousand five hundred miles-that is, on the sur-
face of the sun was an opening so great that eighteen bodies 
of the size of the earth could be placed along its diameter. 
These spois are n.ot distributed uniformly over the sun's 
surface,_ but are confined mainly to t~o zones between the 
limits of eight degrees and thirty-five degrees each side of 
the equator. Along the equator is a zone comparatively free 
from them. 
These spois move across the disc of the sun, disappear 
around the margin, and, after an absence equal to the time of 
their visibifity, they reappear on the other margin, thus show-
ing that the sun is in revolution, earring t~ese spots with it. 
In earlier text books on Astronomy it is stated that, by ob-
serving these spots, the sun is found to perform a revolution 
in about twenty-five and one-third days. Recently, however, 
Mr. Carrington has found that the time as indicated by the 
spots in the highest latitudes is considerably longer than that 
indicated by those near the equator. Besides this general 
difference in time of rotation, ~his general movement of spots, 
many of them have an independent motion, ploughing along 
the surface in different directions, sometimes at the rate of 
one thousand miles an hour. Here, then, we have another 
feature of the sun's physical character; viz., thatthesurfaceis 
gaseous; for were it solid, all parts of the surface would com-
plete a revolution in the same time, and even n liquid would 
oppose too much resistance to permit velocity so great.· This 
statement is farther strengthened by the rapid formation and 
quick disappearance of spots. Sometimes a spot or whole 
group of spots will appear where none were visible a few 
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hours before, and a spot -or group will sometimes disappear 
in as short an interval. A photograph of the sun taken last 
July at Derha Doon, India, by Mr. Hennessey, of the British 
Indian survey, showed a large group of spots where a photo-
graph taken forty-nine minutes before showed none. When 
the swt was again seen at that station, after five days of 
cloudy weather, they had all disappeared. A photograph 
taken at another station two days after the appearan~ of the 
spots showed that the)" had at that time disappeared. On one 
occasion Sir Wm. Herschel, having turned away for a mo-
ment from a large group he was observing, found, on looking 
again, that the whole group had vanished. . 
In 1826 Herr Schwabe, of Dessau, began a most arduous 
task, a task that should extend, not through days and months 
merely, but through years-nothing less than observing ~he 
disc of the sun, noting and recording the spots, on every day 
when that disc could be seen. Alter twelve years of such 
work a certain ~eriodicity in the number and· magnitude of , 
spots was recognizable. But he felt that further observa-
tions were necessary, and he· labored on for twenty years 
more, until three periods of changes had been completed, the 
period being between ten and eleven years. He afterwards 
said, "I went out like Saul to seek my father's asses, and lo! 
I found a kingdom." _ The President of the ltoyal Astronomi-
cal Society, in awarding to this devoted scientist the Society's 
Gold Medal for 1857, expressed something of what must be 
our admiration for the unyielding prosecution of the task 
which he had set to himself. The President said: "What 
the Council· wish most emphatically to express is their ad-
miration of the indomitable zeal and untiring energy which 
Herr Schwabe has displayed in bringing that research to a 
successful issue. Twelve years he spent to satisfy himself; 
six more years to satisfy, and still thirteen more to convince 
mankind. For thirty years never has the sun exhibited his 
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disc shove the horizon at Dessau without being confronted 
by Schwabe's imperturb&ble beleeoope, and that appears to 
have happened on an average ~t three llUndred days a 
year. So that, supposing he observed oot once a day, he ha'S 
made nine thoU8811d observations, in the course of which bEl 
discovered four thousand ael"en hundred .groups. This is, l 
believe, an instance of devoted persistanee ( ii the word were 
not equivooal, I should say pertinaoi~y) unsurpassed in the. 
annals of astrOnomy. The eaergy of one man has revealed a 
phenomenon which had eluded even the suspicion of astrono-
mers for two hundred years." This tribute did not cause 
Schwabe to .relinquish .his task. He had begun it when a 
young man, had .grown old during its ·prosecution, and had 
received this high honor from this high source; but knowing 
that there was much yet to learn, for more than 1ifteen years 
more, except during a few weeks of illness, did this now gray-
haired devotee daily wend his wax to his observatory to study 
the features of the great King of Day-a half century of 
patient watching. · 
We should next seek a cause for these strange phenomena. 
In adopting a theory we have wide latitude, for a great many 
have been proposed, and it is easy to manufacture new ones. 
No theory thus far proposed has been supported by sufficient 
evidence 'to command general assent. Sir John Herschel 
gives the following summary of early theories: "The da.rk 
spots in the sun have been supposed to be solid bodies .re-
volving very near its surface. They have been conjectured 
to be the smoke of volcanoes or the scum floating upon an 
ocean of fluid matter. They have also been taken for clouds. 
They were explained to be opaque masses, swimming in the 
fluid matter of the sun, dipping down occasionally. It has 
been supposed that a fiery liquid surrounded the sun, and 
that, by its ebbing and flowing, the hignest parts of it were 
occasionally uncovered, and appeared under the shapes of dark 
" 
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•pots, and that by the return of this fiery liquid they were 
again covered, and in that manner successively assumed dif-
ferent phase~." We are making some progress when we 
prove a plausible thoory false; for we then have ~ne lesa 
4n'ror to make before finding the true explanation. I need not 
here give the details of the proof that they are depressions in 
the sun's gaseous surface, farther than to state that the most 
striking evidence is the fact that, as a large spot is passing the 
ntargin of the sun's diso, the depression may be seen. The 
discovery of this faot by Dr. Wilson, of Glasgow, ruled 
all of the early theories in regard to their cause. Any theory 
now must be compatible with the established fact that they 
are depressions. And, first, it may be premised that the 
action or force necessary to produce these depressions is far 
less powerful and violent than is generally supposed. Ob-
IJerving that the sun has so distinct a disc, it is difficult for 
us to free our minds from the impression that its surface is 
of dense materiaL When we remember that, instead of this, 
it is a highly elastic gas, its particles having great freedom of 
motion among themselves, it is easier for us to understand the 
adequacy of the forces which such a body may be supposed 
to possess, to produce the phenomena observed, stupendous 
6Dd startling though they are. 
The first theory to be noticed is based on the effects pro-
duced on the earth. The sudden formation of spots, as well 
:sa other solar phenomena to be mentioned, produces magnetic 
disturbances on the earth, and the establishment of magnetic 
'Observatories has led to the discovery that these disturbances 
extend over large areas. On September 1, 1859, two observ-
ers, Carrington and Hodgson, at widely separated stations, 
-saw two very bright spots moving along the disc of the sun; 
for a time increasing in brightness, then decreasing, and, after 
five minutes, disappearing. It was afterwards found that just 
a\ that time the automatically recording electric instrument 
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a.t the Kew Observatory indicated great magl)etic disturb-
ance. At the same time there· were brilliqt auroral displays, 
not only where they are common, bu~ ill latitudes where they 
are seldom seen-at Rome, in the West Indies, in South 
America, in Australia. In addition to these the telegraph 
wires indicated the raging of a magnetic storm, the wires re. 
fusing to be managed, and, in many places, giving severe 
shocks to the operators. At a station in Norway the appara. 
tus was set on fire, and at Boston a flame of fire followed the 
pen of a Bah\ instrument. In fact, terrestrial magnetic dis. 
turbances agree so closely with solar phenomena as to have 
the ten or eleven year periodicity of the spots. It bas hence 
been held by some that these spots are caused by electricity. 
This may, at first, seem plausible, but a little consideration 
will show it to be a remarkable instance of substituting effect 
for causE\. On a Summer day the sky begins to darken, and 
there are faint flashes of lightning. Presently the sky grows 
darker and the lightning becomes more vivid. We see two 
black clouds drawing nearer to each other, and are startled 
by a blinding flash, and then the rain begins to fall. We see 
that electricity is thus associated with the storm; but it would 
furnish small ground for arguing that electricity is the cause 
of the storm-it is clearly but one of the results of the storm, 
As no proof for the electrical origin of the spots, except the 
observed simultaneous electrical disturbances, has been given, 
we have no evidence whate:ver that electricity is any part of 
the cause. 
Another theory of the cause of the spots is the meeting of 
different currents of the sun's photosphere, generated by local 
causes. If there are clouds floating in the solar atmosphere, 
an accumulation of them over a particular area would prevent 
a free radiation of heat from that part of the sun, and there 
would be an increase of temperature beneath the clouds. This 
increased heat would render that part of the atmosphere 
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lighter than the snrrotmding portions, ~ to restore equih'b-
rium, the heavier portions would flow toward the center of 
the heated area. 'l'hese radial C\IlTell'ts meetiag a~ an angle 
would cause a great whirlwiOO, which, by it& violetree, would 
. I . 
rend, according to this theory, the p:OO~here, enabling us 
to see the darker body of the sao in the phemome:ao111 of a 
&pot. 
Another theory is a modification of the last ill supposing 
these cu~nts to be generated, oot by local mtll!lee, but by 
causes analogous to t~osa produciDg om trade willds. The 
advocates of this theory think that the equatorial region8 of 
the photosphere, being deeper on aecoUDt of the greater cen-
trifugal force generated by the sun's axial reTolution, and. 
cons~quently, preventing as free radiation, are hotter than 
the regions in high latitudes. This would expand and make 
lighter the photospheric matter in the equatorial zone, and 
to preserve the eqilibrium, heavier under Clll'l'ents would flow 
toward the equator, while upper currents would flow from the 
equator. These upper currents would gradually cool and 
sink, and by meeting the other currents, produce whirlwinds 
and rend the photosphere. 
These theories have merits, and, if the last one be oorreet, 
it explains the location of the spot zones. The theories are 
strengthened by two considerations, viz.: That some of the 
spots have a' spiral formation, suggesting rotation, and the 
proof. that many of the spots actually do rotate. Mr. Dawes 
was the first to detect this rotation. He observed that a very 
large spot made half of a revolution in six days. If a spot 
near the limb rotates, the matter on one side would approach 
us while that on the opposite side would recede. As is well 
known, th~ spectroscope detects motions of approach and re-
cession. By this means Mr. Lockyer has observed in solar 
cyclones rotary velocities of forty or fifty, and, in some cases, 
even one hllD.dred and twenty miles per second. 
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As plausible as may seem, at first view, this theory of 
openings in the photosph<ere exposing the darker body of the 
aun, it has two insurmo11utable difficulties, viz. : First, that 
auoh enormous cavities co11ld be made in gaseous matter, and, 
eecond, that these oavitiee, be they from whirlwinds or any 
other cause, oonld remain· for so long a tima These spots 
remaili for weeks and months. In 184.0 one continued for 
eight mootb& The old philosophers said that "Nature abhors 
a vacuum." Here at the surface of the earth she abhors it to 
the extent of fifteen pounds to the sqtare inch. When a 
vacuum is formed in a pump stock by the raising of the 
plunger, how quickly is the water forced up to fill it. When 
the air is divided by a sWiftly flying cannon ball, how prompt.. 
ly does it refill the channel made. To how much greater an 
extent would nature abhor a vacuum at the surface of the 
sun where attraction is twenty-seven times as great. Butit 
has been stated that Dr. Wilson and o~ers have found, by 
actual observation, that these spots are depressions, some of 
them thousands of miles deep. Then why not aocept the 
fact, however inexplicable it may be? Because all of the ob-
served phenomena may be explained without any reference 
to a cavity, even to the notch in the aim's limb as a spot is 
passing. The photosphere is considered to be visible because 
in it particles are suspended as a precipitate, or something of 
that nature. Our . own atmosphere permits the passage of 
light quite freely, but is not wholly transparent. It is capa-
ble of so much illumination that we have tM phenomenon of 
twilight long after the sun has gone below the horizon. Tyn-
dal has shown that this illumination is from particles float.. 
ing in the gaseous atmosphere. Sometimes we think we· are 
sitting iri a dustless room and breathing a prue air, when a 
beam of sunlight through a crevice in the shutter shows us 
that the air is full of floating particles, and how distinctly we 
can trace the outlines of the beam. In the photosphere of the 
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sun these suspended particles are glowing hot. Now, i£ £rom 
any cause, a portio11. of the photosphere over a partic~ar area be-
eo mea transparent, we would have the phenomenon of a spot. In · 
the cen.ter, where matter of a lower depth is seeu, would be 
the nucleus, and this wo-.J.d ahade oil gradw.ally as the depth 
of transparency became less,. giving the pe11.nm bra. In pass-
ing the limb of ihe sun, the in"risibility of the photosphere 
over the spot, wollld cause the ~sible ov.tli11.e to be Dotched. 
But wl:a.at could cause a portion of the photospher~ oo become. 
transparent? It might be a cllemieal ehauge. Thia would 
not be different from actions with which we are familiar~ 
When' permanganate of potash, which has a dark red color~ 
is mingled with chloride of tin, the red color immediately 
disappears, and a clear, transparent liquid is the resnlL 
When hydrogen gas is miugled with chlorine gas, the green-
ish-yellow color of the c.hloriue disappears, and a transparent 
gas is the resnlt. It is far more probable, howe..-e.r .. that it is 
from a change of temperature. De La Rue, Stewart and 
Loewy, in papers published in the Philosophical Transac-
tions, think that this transparency is caused by a fall of tem-
perature-a down-po\u of cooler porliQns from the surface 
which had previously been ejected dlll'ing eruptions. The 
spots give off less heat than other portions of the SUD. The 
spectroscope reveals the pre~nce of great quantities of hy-
drogen gas in the sun. Now cold hydrogen is transparent, 
while glowing hydrogen is opaque to light of the same re-
fringibility which it emits. The mere cooling of hydrogen 
would cause it to become transparent. It seems to me more 
probable that the transparency is caused by an increase in 
temperature, which vaporizes the minute luminous partiCles 
floating in the photosphere. The fact of our re~iving less 
heat from the spots does not prove that the absolute heat is 
less; for a transparent gas radiates heat more feebly than a 
luminmis one of the same temperature. But what should 
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eallBe a difference in temperature on different parts of the 
surfaoe2 The local and general. causes aasigned, under one 
<>f the oihet theGries_ for eyclonie motioo. might contribute 
"to this ead. EruptiORs from . the hotter portions wlth.in and 
.im~t of meb:lorie masses from without, are probably the 
-chief causes. This oocords well with the observed faet that 
-when the sun is most spotted he is mos\ aeti've. Then the 
~olored ftameli ltlaze the brigMest, reaeh tho highes\, ant\ 
change most rapidl.y; then, also, the wdace of the photo-
.spht\re is ia \he most violent state Qf agi~tion. 
With this view of the eause of the spots, Mr. Proctor's 
theory of the eause of their periodicity is more satisfactory 
than any other tha~ has been pr()posed. His theory 
is that a small comet ha•ing this period !Wd followed 
by a meteor train, has a path intersecting thesun's envelope. 
When the maia flight is passing· the perihelion of that 
-eccentric orbit, the stragglers fall upon the sun and their 
momentum is changed into heat. 
Around these spots, and associated with them, are.streaks 
<>f extra brightness ealledjamda. · By observing them when 
passing the sun's border, they are seen to be elevations; 
They are usually found in the vicinity of spotB, and when 
they appear where there is no spot, an outbreak of spots 
soon follows. Hevelins, soon after the invention of the teles-
cope, was the first. to observe these fa.culm. With the abov~ 
theory of spots, we may regard the faoulw as being caused 
by eruptioo.s giving an upward rush of gas, heating to greater 
inc~descence the floating particles of the upper regions, bu\ 
not .sufficiently ~ volatilize them. With a telescope of moder-
ate power we may see the whole surface of the su.n mottled 
with . iuegular, cloud-like forms. These mottlings change 
very rapiclly, so rapidly that M. Janssen found that a photo-
graph <lid not sh.ow the same mottling as one taken immedi. 
ately before. Prof. Langly, of the Allegheny Observatory, 
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has made a very careful study of these cloud form& Iu a 
paper read before the A. A. A. 8., August, 1873, he said: 
.. Isolate, as far as we can, any one of these 8C8l'oely distin-
. guishable fleeoes in the solar surface, its surface in turn is 
found to be covered with small patches ~f gray united by 
whiter lines of most irregular form, and which it is hard to 
distinguish clearly from the OOckground, which they so much 
resemble in color. ·These patehea of gray are called pores.·~ 
He then proceeds ty state that these pores may be resolved 
into what are called rice-grains, and adds this~ "Finally, in 
moments of the very rarest definition, with large aperatures 
and very considerable magnifying powers, these rice-grains 
or granules I have in turn resolved into unequally brilliant 
minute nodules, circular or very slightly elongated, each 
1l8ually separate and di~tinct." So far as I know Prof. Lang-
ly and Fr. Secchi are the only observers who have distin-
guished these nodules, and the former says that "three months 
of daily observation will not in our climate yield in the. 
aggregate fifteen minutes of such steady seeing that these 
rice-grains even [which are the aggregations of the nodules] 
can be clearly distinguished from each other, with the best 
optical means." Within the last three or four years 110lar 
photography has made wonderfuladvaDces. M. Janssen,who 
has taken the lead in this branch, has succeeded in taking,. in 
one three-thousandth of a second,' negatives two and one half 
feet in diameter, and in enlarging them to ten feet, with such 
remarkable distinctne88 as to show more than a mil~on of 
these discrete cloud-forms. 
Of course we are not to look upon these as solid bodies 
but as composed, as before stated, of luminous particles. The 
surface of the photosphere is constantly being cooled by 
radiating heat into space. These cooled particles sink by 
virtue of their increased weight and are replaced by hotter 
ones from below, so that descending and ascending currents 
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are formed, as in a boiling liquid. These desoending parti-
cles are, by this internal heat, re-vaporised, and restored to 
their original gaseous condition. Th~ o~nta explain 
many of the obeerved phenomena. 
When we view th~ sun through a colored gl888 we obeene 
a distinct disc with regular .outline. This is the limit of wha' 
we have been calling the photosphere. So distin~t is this 
outline that we would suspect no matter outaide of it. For 
more than two and a fourth centuries after the invention of 
the telescope, astronomers supposed that the whole of the sun 
was embraced within this boundary. The to~ eclipse of 
1842 was carefully scrutinized from many stations by a large 
number of the best astronomers. When the disc of · the sun 
was entirely ~ncealed by the larger disc of the moon, whd 
was their astonishment on beholding rose-colored prominences 
or flames around the eclipsed disc of the sun. Baily and M. , 
Mauvais compared them to "distant Alpine peaks, illuminated 
by the rays of the setting sun." Their observations were 
soon ended, for the phase of totality is of short duratiob. 
Many denied that these colored appendages to the sUD had 
any real existence. M. Faye believed them purely optical 
illusions-"Mirages, perhaps, produced near the moon's sur· 
face." Nine years passed before another total ~lipse could 
be observed. The immense flames were again seen, and the 
close agreement in the drawings and descriptions of a large 
number of skilled observers should have convinced all of the 
existence of these surprising appendages. But so incredible 
was the conclusion to which they would lead, that some still 
doubfed. Nine years more would pass before another oppor· 
tunity would be afforded for the investigation. In the eclipse 
of 1860, these prominen.ces were not only seen by many ob. 
servers, but were actually photographed by De La Rue and 
Fr. Secohi, and negatives taken at stations three ·hundred 
miles apart, agree in all essentials. It thus became estab-
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lished that the va.st globe of the sun is surrounded by a layer of 
colored matter, and that from this rise colored mountains of 
light so high that ten bodies of the size of our earth piled 
one upon another by the side of one of them, would not reach 
the summit. Later observations by Respighi have revealed 
• 
one a hundred and sixty thousand miles in height-more 
than twenty times the diameter · of the earth, and two-thirds 
of the distance from here to the moon. . 
Astronomers, in their anxiety to know more of these 
amazing forms, could not wait for another eclipse in theii- own 
land, and well equipped expeditions went to India to observe 
the eclipse of 1868. They took with them, not only teles· 
copes and photographic appliances, but a more powerful in. 
strument of research, the spectroscope, by whose marvelous 
revelations the very elements and conditions of the append-
. ages should be determined. A large number of photographs 
were taken at short intervals at different stations, all showing 
the protuberances, and agreeing in the delineations. Lient. 
Herschel, who. observed with a spectroscope, after explaining 
his preparations, and his anxious waiting for the passage of a 
cloud just at the beginning of totality, says: "A rapid turn 
of the dechnation screw covered the prominence with the 
needle point, and in another instant I wa.sat the spectroscope. 
A single gl&lnoe, and the problem wu solved. Three vivid 
lines-red, orange, and blue!" And so it was solved in a 
general way. Had the prominences been self luminous 
clouds, they would have given a continous spectrum; had they 
been bodies shining by refteoting solar light, they would have 
given the solar apeotrum, rain-bow tm:ted, crossed by dark 
lines. They were therefore proved to be glowing g&seous 
matter, and some of these gasses, by their distinctive linea in 
the spectrum, were determined. 
But, ,rhile UDIIUBpeoted an~ marvelous faots were being 
revealed, the progress was slow; for the opportunities for in-
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vestiga.tion, being confined to the occurrence of total eclipses, 
were separated by years, and lasted only for minutes.' The 
longest period of total obscuration is only a. little more than 
four minutes, so that during the twenty-six years since these 
appearances had been recognized, only fifteen minutes had 
been a.1forded for their study. How often it has occurred 
that a great discovery, by awakening enthusiasm and turning 
investigation in a particular channel, has led to other great 
discoveries. Sometimes a single decade witnesses a. greater 
Bood of light than the whole century which it closes. As-
tronomers were destined to have opened to them a grand 
field for the study of these newly discovered sun streamers. 
For some time previous to the last eclipse mentioned, Mr. 
Lockyer had been devising a means of studying the append-
ages without waiting for those rare moments when the 
dazzling discof the sun is concealed by the inten-ention of the 
dark body of the moon. He reasoned that, since these promi-
nences, during the eclipse of 1868, had been found to give 
bright lines in the spectrum, by a high dispersive power the 
intensity of the intervening portions might be so reduced as 
to render these lines visible at any time. With a spectro-
scope of high dispersive power, on which Mr. Browning, well 
paid by the Royal Society, had expended his highest skill, 
Mr. Lockyer rea.lizoo his hopes, and Eiaw, with the sun shin-
ing in full splendor, the spectrum of these appendages. It 
is stated that five minutes after Mr. Lockyer's ~ouncement 
had been made to the Imperial Academy at Paris, a com-
munication was received by the President from M. Janssen, 
who ~ad been sent to India to observe the eclipse, stating that 
he had, even a.t an earlier date, been rewarded with similar 
success. He wrote: "1 have experienced to-day a continu-
ous eclipse." We are thus enabled to study these strange 
appearances when we choose; and we may add that Kirch-
hoff's detached prisms have been replaced by automatic 
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ttains of prisms so combined a8 to give a dispersion equival-
ent to thirty· prisms of Aint; the Rutherford Grating, that 
marvel of mechanical skill, bas been superadded; special ob-
tentatories for studying the sun have been este.blishe? at 
Potsdam, Meudon, and on the top of Mt. Etna. One of the 
first things a.ooomplished W'a.s the verification of the views of 
Gran~ Seoohi, and Le Verrier, that the sun is wholly sur-
rounded by an irregular layer of colored matter from which 
the prominences spring. This has been named the obromo-
lphere. Ite irregular outline and the shapes of the promi-
nences that often over-hang their base and spread out in 
cloud-like form.s, indicate that it is not the true solar atmos-
phere, but consiste of a gaseous matter suspended in an in-
Yisible atmosphere. As before stated, disoovery was foHow-
ing fast upon disoovery, and it remained for Dr. Huggins to 
shoW' tha~ by increasing the dispersive power ·of the spectro-
scope and widening the slit through which light is received, 
we may see, not simply the spectra of these prominences, but 
the prominences themselves, with all their fantastic and 
changing forms. Prof. Respighi has been the most system-
atic observer of these colored protuberances. He finds them 
tnost numerous along the spot zones. One observed by him 
had an altitude of one hundred and sixty thousand miles. 
We are told that "he .found that the formation of a promi-
nence is usually preoed~ by the appearance of a rectilinear 
je~ either vertical or obliqae, and very bright and well de-
fined. This je~ rising to a great height, is seen to bend back 
again, falling upon the sun like the jets of our fountains, and 
presently the sinking matter is seen to assume the shape of 
gigaJttio trees, more or less rich in branches and foliage. 
Gradually the ~hole sinks down upon the sun, sometime& 
forming isolated clouds before reaching the solar surface." 
Prof. 'foung, in the Boston Journal of Chemistry for October, 
1871. describes an outburst in the sun that almost surpasse1 
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•m 1X>Doeptioa af. ei'Uptive fonte. He wri~: •Jat at :taooa 
' [on Sepfleatter V, 1'871] the ~t,er lud beea e:r.BIIliniDg witll 
the telespedrGatope aa eaO'I'IIloa prot.benmee of hydrogea 
'Closed oa the eastem. limlt ol the 8Qll. It laad reaained witll 
very little chBilge sioce tbe precedingu~ eloog, low. qQie6. 
R.ookiag eleacl, ao' nr.J clease or brilliaut, •or ia ~ wq ~ 
markable e:mepl mr &De. It was made up mostly of fila.. 
mente nearly Jaorizoata). aacl foatecl above Ute ~r<aato-­
aphen with iia l~r sarface a\ a height of ~ fiftee~ 
thousand. ail~ b'll; was eollllee\ed. with i\ 88 ia •ually the 
case, by thne or foal' venice.J. colamu brich~ 8lld more 
oac\ive UlBD &he nat." A.t li:30 he was~ away for a few 
minu'- He ecatillues.: '"'Wha\ was m,y avprise Oil ~tunr 
ing in less then half aa hoar tct fiad. th~ iD tOO meaatime, the 
whole *hina had. beMt literally hlowa &o aJm,ds by aome in-
eoncei.vable upruh "from Oeateath. la pliiM of the quiet 
elond I had left, \he air, if I ma.y use the ez.pMmioo, wa.a 
"filled with tlyi•g d.ebris. • • • • Whea I first lookec\ 
GJQme of them had. already reached a height of •early one 
hundred tlaouand milea, aa.d, while I watehecl them, \hey rose 
with a motioa almost perceptible to the e~, nlltil, in tea 
min~es, the uppermost were morft \baa two hundred \hone-
and milea above the solar surface. This waa ascertained by 
careful measu.remeat. • • • • The velocity of 
ascent, oae hlllldred 011d sixty-si:r. milea per aeoond., is oon. 
aiderabl.r greater tha11 att,ything hitherfu ~ed • • 
Aa tbe filaaumils :roee they ~n~ faded aw~, 011d, ia 
hav mia•te&. oaly • few filmy wisps with eome bripter 
streamers, low doWB near the ohromatoaphere, remained to 
mark the pl811Ce. But, in the meanwhile, the little 'thnnder-
'beacl' [a 'brilliau\ lump a\ the northern end] had grown and 
4eV6loped wondemu),y into 11. mass d l'olling and evQ 
cilialagiag 'ft&me, to speak -aoeording to appeal"81lees. Fi:n~t i\ 
was crowded down, as it were. aloog the solar surface; later 
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it rose almost pyramidally fifty thousand miles in height; 
then its summit was drawn out into l<>Bg filamen.ts and threads. 
which were most curiously rolled backwards and downwards,. 
like the volutes of an Ionic capital, and finally it faded away,. 
and by 2~30 had vanished like the other." Prot Young has 
since seen one of these streamers that reached the extraordi-
nary heigh~ of three handred and fifty tho~sand miles 
An authority assures us that ''if the speetroseopio disper-
sion suffice, the least experienced observer can tell as certainly 
that a solar s~rm is in progress as the terrestial observer 
can tell by the;. motions of cirrus clouds that the upper regions 
of our own atmosphere are disturbed." These prominences are 
heated masses of hydrogen and other gases, sometimes 
carried up by ascending currents, sometimes forcibly ejected 
by explosions of inconceivable viole~ce; prob8bly due to · 
chemical combinn.tions of the cooled descending gases, with 
those lying deep tmder the smfaoo. 
The limits of this paper will not permit any aeoount o£ 
the corona. nor of the various theories respeeting the sun's 
heat. 
In conclusion, we see that the sun-whether we regard it 
as the controller o£ the planets in there revolutions, about 
him in their vast orbits, or the force that lifts the vapors 
from our seas f.<? the clouds; as the seething globe on whos~:t 
surface roll billions o£ fire mountains, on mountain high and 
from whose heaving caldron leap flames that lap his very sky, 
or as the source that furnishes the delicious warmth of May, 
and causes the earth to smile with beauty; as the resplendent, 
blazing mass which sends in all directions through space a 
flood of dazzling light, or as the luminary which lights our 
crescf?nt moon and the far off satellites of Neptune with sil-
ver beauty, and paints with tints so delicate the tiny 1lower 
that sways with every breeze; whether we regard him in his 
midday glory when his dazzling splendor overwhelms the 
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power of vision, or in his evening mildness, when his softened 
rays paint the clouds in the western sky, ~rom tints the most 
delicate, to lines the most gorgeous-is an object of intensest 
interest-and how impressively does it speak of the power 
and wisdom and majesty of the Creator of this great central 
mass, which furnishes control and heat and light and life to 
his great system of revoh·ing worlds. 
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